
HEALING WITH MEDICINAL PLANTS OF THE WEST, Garcia and Adams. Associate Professor of Pharmacology, James Adams, and Cecelia Garcia, a Chumash healer, guide you in the use, identification and lore of medicinal plants for healing. 266 pgs., ISBN 9780976309192, $17.95 [MED PLANTS]

WRATH OF COCHISE: The Bascom Affair and the Origins of the Apache Wars, Mort. This narrative of Western Frontier warfare is a compelling history of western settlement, Native American culture, and the bloody collision of world views in mid-nineteenth century America. 368 pgs., ISBN 9781609585503, $15.95 [WRATH COCHISE]

CODE TALKER: The First and Only Memoir by One of the Original Navajo Code Talkers of WWII, Nez. A moving memoir of the last surviving Navajo code talker. From Guadalcanal through Bougainville to Peleliu: a riveting tale of jungle combat and a personal struggle to adapt to civilian life following war. 320 pgs., ISBN 9780425247291, $17.00 [CODE TALKER]

SURVIVAL SKILLS OF NATIVE CALIFORNIA, Campbell. Learn the wilderness skills practiced by Native Californians centuries ago; features 2000 skills and nearly 1000 instructional illustrations; tools for hunting and gathering, preparing food, implements for household needs, recreation and warfare. 452 pgs., ISBN 9780879059217, $40.00 [SURVIV SKIL]

INdIAN USES OF DESERT PLANTS, Cornett. Visual field guide to how Indians of the desert Southwest used plants for tools, food, baskets, weapons, medicines, ceremonies, preservatives and building materials: color photographs of the plants plus historic photographs of Native Americans. 80 pgs., ISBN 9780937794456, $14.95 [INDIAN USES]

BASKETRY PLANTS USED BY WESTERN AMERICAN INDIANS, Farmer. A detailed accounting of traditional North American Indian basketry and the most common plant species used by western tribes; extensively illustrated with color photographs; full glossary of terms; includes a pull out table showing tribal use of specific plants. 208 pgs., ISBN 9780976149224, $19.95 [BASKETRY]

SHAMANIC MEDICINE ORACLE CARDS, Meickley, Free & Peters. Access the knowledge, protection and insight of ancient Native wisdom, earth-centered traditions with this evocative, beautifully illustrated and powerful deck; includes guidebook. 50 cards, 120 pgs., ISBN 9780738758527, $23.95 [SHAMANIC CARDS]

See pages 24-26 for more Shamanism titles

Women of the West

OUTLAW WOMEN: America’s Most Notorious Daughters, Wives and Mothers, Smith. This collection of short, action filled vignettes chronicles the anti-social side of the fairer sex in the Old West, from seduction to blackmail to murder and grand larceny; fully indexed, photos and bibliography. 178 pgs., ISBN 9781442247291, $16.95 [OUTLAW WOMEN]

HOW THE WEST WAS WORN: Bustles and Buckskins on the Wild Frontier, Enss. Discover the fashion that helped shape the Old West, from dandies and damsels to cowboys, courtesans and cutthroats; extensively illustrated with historical images and photos. 144 pgs., ISBN 9780762735648, $16.95 [WEST WORN]


A BEAUTIFUL MINE: Women Prospectors of the Old West, Enss. Learn about the women who worked the mines and goldfields of the American West; engagingly written; historic photos. 148 pgs., ISBN 9780762743728, $12.95 [BEAUTIFUL MIN]

WOMEN OF THE WEST, Luchetti and Owell. A fascinating tribute in photos and text to the women that contributed to westward expansion during the 19th and early 20th centuries; filled with over 150 black & white photos, many never before published, this large format presentation is an elegant narrative history of pioneer women of the West (10.5 x 9") 240 pgs., ISBN 9780393321555, $24.95 [WOMEN OF W]